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A  small sample correction of the test for 
cointegrating rank in the vector autoregressive
model
We derive an approximation to the expectation of the likelihood ratio 
test for cointegration in the vector autoregressive model. The expression 
depends on moments of functions of random walk, which are tabulated by 
simulation, and functions of the parameters, which are estimated. From 
this approximation we propose a correction factor with the purpose of 
improving the small sample performance of the test. The correction is 
found explicitly in a number of simple models and the usefulness of the 
correction is illustrated by some simulations experiments.
S0ren Johansen,
Economics Department, 























































































































































































1 Introduction and models
In the vector autoregressive model the likelihood ratio test for cointegration rank 
is the so called trace test derived by the technique of reduced rank regression, 
Anderson (1951). The asymptotic distribution under the assumption of / ( l )  
is derived by Johansen (1988, 1996) and Ahn and Reinsel (1990). There are 
many studies that show that for small samples the size of the test is not well 
approximated by the asymptotic value, see for example Cheung and Lai (1993), 
Toda (1995), Gonzalo and Pitarakis (1999), and Haug (1996). Reimers (1992) 
proposed a small sample correction based on degrees of freedom, and Hansen 
and Rahbek (2000) employ ideas of profile likelihood to derive corrections of 
the Dickey Fuller test.
In this paper we propose a correction factor to the likelihood ratio test 
which improves the finite sample properties. The idea is that of the Bartlett 
correction, see Bartlett (1937). Bartlett suggested finding an expression for the 
expectation of the likelihood ratio test statistic. By means of this the statistic 
is corrected to have the same mean as the limit distribution, thereby improving 
the approximation.
A more precise formulation is as follows. We let 6 denote the parameter 
and want to test the hypothesis of cointegration by the likelihood ratio test, 
LR. We find an expression of the form
E ,( - 2 log LR) =  E{T)( 1 +  T~xb{8) +  •••),
where E(T) is the expectation of the LR for no cointegration in a model with 
one lag. In the models considered in this paper the expectation, E(T), depends 
on the sample size, the number of common trends, and the type of deterministic 
terms in the model, but not on the parameters. Let E(oo) =  lim-j-^oo E{T) be 
the mean of the limit distribution. The correction takes the form
E{oo) —2 log LR —2 log LR
E{T ) l + T - 1b{8) ~ <x(T)(l 4- T _1b(i9))’
which, at least to the order T -1, has the same mean as the limit distribu­
tion, and hence presumably has better finite sample properties. Here a(T) =  
E(T)/E(oo). In this paper we derive an analytic expression for b(8) and derive 
by simulation an expression for a(T).
The distribution of the likelihood ratio test statistic depends on sample 



























































































in the parameter, since the convergence is slow if 6 is close to a boundary 
point where the cointegrating properties change. This non-uniformity in the 
parameter causes the approximation to be poor in certain areas of the parameter 
space, see Nielsen (1997b) for a discussion. In some examples where we can 
calculate the correction term we can quantify this phenomenon.
In many situations in classical statistics with i.i.d. observations the Bartlett 
correction gives a remarkable improvement of the fit, see Bartlett (1937) and 
Lawley (1956), but in the unit root case we should not expect as much, see 
Jensen and Wood (1995) and Bravo (1998), even though Nielsen (1997a) shows 
that one in practice can get a better fit.
The rest of this section defines the models and the next section gives the 
main result for the approximation of the expectation of the likelihood ratio 
test and the proposed correction factor. Section 3 contains some simple models 
where the correction can be worked out explicitly and the results are illustrated 
by simulation. In Section 4 we discuss the calculation of the coefficients needed 
for the correction factor. In Section 5 the main steps of the proof are given, but 
most details are referred to an Appendix.
1.1 The models
We work throughout with the autoregressive model M i  for the n—dimensional 
process X tl t =  1 ,. .. ,T  defined by
* -1
M i : AX, =  IIX,..! +  T A  +  T iA A .-i +  +  et, (1)
i=l
where the errors et are i.i.d. Nn(0, Q) and the initial conditions are fixed. We 
consider the deterministic terms Dt =  tUd and <S>dt =  The param­
eters II, T i , . . .  ,r*_ i, are (n x n), $  is (n x rid), and T  (n x 1). The null 
hypothesis we want to test is
n : n =  a(3‘ , r  = ap'.
Under the null hypothesis the model is
*-i
M 2 ■ AA[ =  a(/3'X i_i +  p'tnd) +  ^   ̂r  * A X t-i +  $ dt +  St, (2)
>=i
where all parameters are unrestricted, but nowa and j3 are (n x r ) and p is ( lx r ) . 




























































































and the notation is chosen to cover such cases. These models correspond to the 
trend tnd being restricted to the cointegration space. We formulate the main 
result in Theorem 1 about E[—2\o%LR{Mi\Mi)\ to cover the case of Dt =  0, 
(or T =  0) such that we only test II =  a/?1. We will implement the correction 
only in the case Dt =  tnd.
Of particular interest is the hypothesis IT =  0 and T =  0, in the model 
with only one lag
a x , =  n x ,_ !  +  Ttnd +  3>d, +  et,
which gives the Dickey Fuller test in n dimensions. The expected likelihood 
ratio test statistic is
E{T, n,nd) =  -2T E [log |In -  M -ldM£idM ^ dMic.d\}, (3)
where we have used the product moment notation
M£x.d ~




and where (Ut\Vt) denotes the residuals of a regression of Ut on Vt. The dis­
tribution in (3) does not involve any parameters but only sample size T and 
dimensions n and nd. The exact analytic expression for E(T, n, nd) is difficult, 
see Larsson (1998a,1998b), Nielsen (1997a), and Abadir, Hadri and Tzavalis 
(1999), and we propose to tabulate it as a function of T,n, and nd, and apply 
it as normalization in the correction factor.
2 The main result
In order to formulate the results we need a notation for some functions of the 
parameters and some product moment matrices derived from a random walk.
2.1 Parameter functions
Under the assumption that the process X t is / ( l )  we let V, be the process




























































































corrected for its mean. Then Yt is a stationary AR(1) process of dimension 
nv = t + (k — 1 )n, given by
Yt =  P y ,-i +  Qe,
with
/  /r + ^ a 0T, • P T k - l  \ (  0  \
Q Tr • ■ r*_2 r*_i In
p  = 0 /n • 0 0 , Q  = 0
\ 0 0 In 0 ) V 0 )
and variance E = Var(Yt).
We define the permanent shocks
Bt =  (ûl$ÎQX) - ia 'xet (5)
of dimension Tit, =  n — r, and the transitory shocks
Ut =  (a 'n - la)-*a'Çl-let (6)
of dimension nu =  r, such that (B[, U't)' are i.i.d. Nti(0, /„ ) , and find the repre­
sentation
oo oo
Yt =  Y l  p lQ£‘ -> =  J2 (e'u‘ - ' + =  Y°‘ + Y
i=0 »=0
with
6, =  P'Q a(a 'n -la ) - i ,  ip, =  P 'Q ü a ^ a ^ Q a ^ .
We find the variances and covariances
E* =  Var(Y#t) =  E Z o dA ,  ^  =  Var(Y*t) =  Z Z M ,
E =  Var(Yt) =  Z . Z M  +  W i )  =  (?)
7»(fc) =  Cov(Y8t, Y«,t+h) =  EeP \ 7*(h) =  Cov(Y^, **.,+„) =  E*P"*, V ; 
7(h) =  Cov(Y„ Yt+h)  =  E P 'h =  7*(h) +  7#(*0-
We define the long-run coefficients
9 = T Z o e> = (I«. ~ P ) - lQa(atn-la )- l ,





























































































and find the long-run variances 99' and of Yet and Y t̂ respectively. Let
V, = 99'Y,~l =  (/„„  -  P ) - 1Q a (a 'n -1a ) - 1a 'Q '(/nv -  P ') - 1£ _1,
V* = = (/„, -  p)-1gnaJ.(a'i na1)-1a,J.no'(/B, -  P ')-^ -1.
Finally we need the matrix
OO OO
V =  ^ t / » htr {E -x7 (/i +  1)} +  T//E-1 ] T 7 (h +  l ) 'E - ^ fc. (9)
h = 0  /i= 0
2.2 Product moments of random walks
We define the extended process At of dimension na = n — r +  1
M-i
a - , = ( e “ s, I 4
and for the case Dt — 0 we define At î =  (53*=} +  lltnd \ dt) , of dimension
na =  n — r, where p =  n ‘̂1(a'±n a i)^ 2a 'x$ „d_i is the coefficient of the trend 
fn'i in (a'1f!a i)~2a '1Ar1. We define the product moments
a a / »>r ,i d/ »/f+ v-'r
and
= E h  A-M'i-r. Ma, = E h  M+ = E l ,  AtB't, 
Mbb = E h  Mbb.d — Mbb — MbdM^Mm,
Ml =  MbaMâ Mab,
M2 =  (MbaM^MabY = M l
m 3 =  m 6om - 1m +,
M\ =  M̂ aM-a1MahMbaM~a'M+ =  M'AL3, 
Ms =  M £M b.M -lM$,
Me =  M+M~'M+.
( 10)
(11)
We then formulate the main result about an approximation of the expectation 
of the log likelihood ratio test.
T heorem  1 The expectation of the test for n  =  ft ft', T  = ftp' when Dt =  tnd, 
for Î1 — a/3' if Dt =  0) in model (1) has the expansion
E[-2logLR(M 2\Mi)] =  -2P P (log  |/nt -  M ^ M ^ M ^ M ah\] 
+ T -i{tr{M l}tr{iP'T,-1iP} + tr{M 3}tr{Inv-9 6 'Z -1- W T , - 1})
+2T -\tr{E [M 3\V} -  ndtr{E[M 3}ip'T,-yrl>})
+ T -ltr{E{Mt -  2M5 +  (n -  rfM e^'T,-1̂ }.
Here the moments Mi and Mij are given in (10) and (11) and the coeffi­




























































































The proof will be given in the Appendix. We have used the notation =  to 
indicate that we have kept terms of order T _1.
We next apply this to the situation Dt =  tnd, where the first term does not 
depend on any parameters and we define the coefficients E(T, rib, rid), a{T, rib, nd), 
and 7(716, nd) by
E(T,nb,nd) =  -2T P [log  |/„t -  MbaM ^ M abM^ld\)
a(T, nb, nd) = E{T,nb,nd)/E{oo,nb,nd) ( 12)
l(n b,nd) =  nb\imT^ 00E[tr{MbaM^M+b}]/E[tr{MUiM ^ M ab}}
A consequence of Theorem 1 is the following corollary which implements 
the approximation to a correction factor for the likelihood ratio test
C orollary 2 The correction factor for the test of M 2 in M i, that is, the test 
for cointegrating rank r in the vector autoregressive model (1) with Dt = tnd 
and dt =  1 ,. ..  , tnd~l, nd =  0,1,2 is
a(T, n - r ,  nd){\ +  - [ d  +  {(n  -  r)c2 +  2(c3 -  n d d )}^ - - - ^ ]).
The coefficient a(T, n — r, nd) is well approximated by
a(T, n - r , n d) =  l +  -  r) +  1.2P-2(n -  r)2
and approximations of 7(71 — r, nd) are given in Table 1 for nd =  0,1,2. Finally
ci =  fr {V ;} =  tr {(/„ „  -  P r 'Q U a ^ U a x r 'a '^ Q ' i L ,  -  PT 1̂ 1},
C2 =  tr{Inu -  ( / „ v -  P ) - lQSlQ'{Int -  P ') - 1̂ - 1},
c3 =  tr{V } =  t r {[( /„v -  P)V* ® P)[Inl -  P  ® P ]"1} +  tr{V^P{Iny +  P ) " 1}.
The functions of the parameters are described in Section 2.1.
P roof. We find from (32) and (33) of Lemma 4 in the Appendix, that
linvr_00 E(T,nb,nd) =  nii(nb,nd), 
l i m E[tr{M 3rp"E~lrp}] =  m3(nb,nd)n^lCi, 
limr^oo E[tr{M3V}\ =  m3(nb, nd)nblc3, 
limr^oo E[Md -  2M5 +  (n -  r)M6] =  0, 



































































































0 0 7 (n) -0.499 0.069 -0.120
0 0 1 7(n,0) -0.486 0.180 -0.016
1 1 t 7(n, 1) -1.469 1.457 -0.611
2 M f2 7(n, 2) -2.338 3.306 -1.702
Table 1: Simple approximations o f a(T, nb, rid) and 7 (n, rid) for the model with 
Dt =  tnd. The approximations are found by fitting a curve to simulated val­
ues based upon 100.000 simulations and values of n =  1,...  , 10, nd — 0,1,2, 
and T  = 50,100,150, 200, 300, 400, 500,1000. We approximate a(T, rib, rid) by 
E(T, rib, rid)/E(1000, rib, rid), and define 7(n) by (12) for the model with no 
determinstic terms.
and hence with nb =  n — r
E[-2\ogLR{M2\Ml))
=  E(T, nb,rid)+ T~1{m1(nb,nd)ci + m3(nb,nd)c2 + 2m3(nb,nd)nb1(c3 -  ndcx) 
=  E(T, nb, nd)( l  -(- T _1(ci +  7 {nb, nd)n,~2(n<>c2 +  2(c3 -  ndCi))
-  E(oo, nb, rid)a(T,nb, nd)( l  + T _1(c! +  7(n( ,n i )nfc" 2(nic2 4- 2(c3 -  ndc.j)),
which is the result given in Corollary 2. ■
The matrix appearing in the coefficient c2 is the ratio of the long-run 
variance to the short-run variance of the process Yt. We do not have an inter­
pretation of the coefficient c3. Note that the parameters <7, c2, and c3 do not 
depend on nd, but on the parameters and hence the dimensions n and r.
3 Some special cases
We next illustrate the results in some special cases, where the coefficients can 
be worked out explicitly and which are convenient for simulation experiments 
and for gaining some intuition for the result.
3.1 The test for no cointegration in the model with two 
lags




























































































AXt — nxt_! + r lAX̂ i + Tt + $ + et (13)
where et are i.i.d. Nn(0, U), n  and I\ are n x n, T and $  are n x 1. Under 
the null hypothesis there is no cointegration, but parameters Tx and $ , which 
generates a linear trend in the process. We can find a simple expression for the 
correction factor, if we assume that =  £ /n, and hence see the effect of the 
short term dynamics. In this case we have a =  /J =  0, a± =  /3X =  In, and that 
V( = X t -  E (A X t) is autoregressive with coefficient P — £ /„  and Q =  and 




00 1 i i t r
E =  Var(AXt) =  £ £ 2,tt =  V* =
such that
ci =  c2 =  - 2 c3 =  n(n +  l)p ^ .
FYom Corollary 2 we get the correction factor with ny = n, na =  1, k =  2, r =  0
« (T ,n , l ) ( l  +  i ( n i i ± | l ])•” ( i - 0
If instead dt =  0 and Dt =  1, that is, rid =  0, we find the correction factor
(14)
a (T ,n ,0 )(l +  i [ n i ± |  +  ^ ] ) . (15)
Some simulations were performed and are given in Table 2 to illustrate the 
usefulness of formula (14). The DGP has n =  5, n  =  0, Y =  0, I\ =  £ /n,U = 
Note that as £ tends to 1 the size of the test increases to 1 and hence 
the asymptotic tables for the trace test are not useful. The correction factor 
manages to correct the size to a reasonable level for £ <  0.6, say. The limit for 
£ tending to 1 corresponds to the process being 1(2). For £ =  0.6, a nominal 5% 
test, using the asymptotic critical values is in reality a 84% test. The correction 
brings the size down to 2%. As the size becomes even more distorted the 
correction factor overcorrects due to the singularity in the expression 1/(1 — £).
Thus the parametric expression for the correction allows us to discuss when 
the approximation using the asymptotics is useful and when the correction is 




























































































T\£ 0 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.7
50
100
ff (1 .1 7 )
« • 0 8 )
W ( L27)
« • 1 3 )
« • 3 9 )
« • 1 9 )
W (l-5 1 )
« • 2 4 )
^ 0 - 6 9 )
« • 3 3 )
Table 2: In model (13) with T =  50, n =  5, we simulate the test that II =  0, T = 
0. The number of simulations is 10.000. The correction is calculated from (14). 
The table shows the simulated size of a nominal 5% test using asymptotic critical 
values over the corrected size, with the factor in parenthesis.
3.2 The test for rank one in the model with one lag
The model with k =  1, r =  1, =  1, is
A X t =  nX t„ l + r t  +  $  +  (■<, (16)
and we test II =  a/?', T  =  ap, where a  and 0 are (n x 1). We find under the 
null hypothesis
OO
Yt = 0 'X t -  E(P'Xt) = 5 ^ ( 1  + P'a)'P'et-i,
t=0
such that P  =  1 + P'a,Q  =  P',ny =  1, and £  =Var(PXt) — 0'Sl0/(\ -  (1 + 
P'a)2). We define the parameter
k =  P'Qn±(nr'±{la i)~ ] (y'L$ip/P'QP =
and find the coefficients
(P’a)2
a'Sl-'ap'np'
Cl P’a *> C?
2(1 +P‘a) _ o d + W ..
S 'o  >c 3 -
Prom Corollary 2 we find the correction factor for testing r =  1 in the model 
with only one lag:
a(T, n — 1,1)
x(l + + -  1) -  2k} 2£ ^ ) ) .
If instead we take dt =  0, Dt =  1, and nd =  0, we get
a(T, n — 1,0)
x (l + ± 1 - ^ *  + -  1) -  2« } ^ 8»]).
We see that the formula breaks down if a’P =  0, and that corresponds again to 

































































































ld §§§ (1-03) 0.080.06 (1.03)






ld °om 0-06) (1-04)
0.09
0.06 (1.03)
-0.8 m  d -07) . £8(1-05)
0.10
0.07 (1.03)
Table 3: Test for n  =  ap', T  =  ap in model (16) with T  =  100, n — 5, r — 1. 
The entries show the simulated size of a nominal 5% test over the corrected size 
and the factor in parenthesis. Number of simulations is 10.000 and the DGP 
has q =  (a !,a2 ,0 ,0,0), and p =  (1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0), and 12 =  / 5.
II Cn O




-0.4 m  (!-27) §8(1-12) £8(1-08) £8(i-o7)
-0.6 §8(1-29) £ 8 ( i - i4) m  (i-09) £8 (i-07)






Table 4: Test for II =  a/J', T  =  ap in model (16) with T  =  50, n =  5,r =  1. 
The entries show the simulated size of a nominal 5% test over the corrected size 
and the factor in parenthesis. Number of simulations is 10.000 and the DGP 




























































































It is easy to see that in model (16) it is enough to consider simulation 
experiments with =  /„ ,/?  =  (1 ,0 ,... ,0) and a =  (a ,,a2,0 , . . .  ,0). Thus 
Tables 3 and 4 suitably extended cover all possible simulation results for n = 
5,r =  1. It is seen that for a, +  a2 <  —0.4, the formula works reasonably well 
for T =  100, but for T  =  50, we need nx + a2 <  —1.0.
3.3 The Dickey Fuller test for rank zero in the model 
with k lags
We consider the test of IT =  0 and T =  0 in the model
fc-i
A X , =  n x ,_ , T ^   ̂r,A X ,_t T T tnj 4- <i>dt +  e,. (I f)
t=i
We can evaluate the expectation of the test statistic in the simple case when 
r ,  =  . . .  =  =  II =  0 and T =  0, in which case A X , =  4>d, 4- e,, in
order to see the effect of lag length. The stationary process Yt is of dimension 
ny ~  (k — l)n, and when all T, =  0, it is given by
y;  =  A X ,',. . .  , AX,'_fc+2 -  £ [A X ,',. . . .  AX,'_fc+2] =  (£'„ . . .  ,e't_k+i).
We find
E =  Var(Yt) =  ft ® P -  / „  ® Em- i , Q =  7n ® e,,
where e, is the i-th unit vector in Rk~1 and Ek-i  is the (k — 1) x (k — 1) shift 
matrix defined by
1 =
/  0 0 ••• 0 0 \
1 0 ••• 0 0 _  f  E f= i e>+iR! k >  3
1 0 k =  1,2
\ 0 0 1 0 )
(Ek- l)fc- 1 =  0, and that
(In ® -l)(7n ® c,) =  (̂ n ® i ~ . . .  ,k -




























































































say. We find for =  In that
V* =  {L y -  P ) - 1Q f2ai(o'±n a x) - 1a'xf2Q '(/ny -  P')~1̂
=  [/„ ® ® /*_i] =  (/„ ® a'],
and hence we get Ci =  n(/c — 1), and since nv =  tr{V^}, and Vg =  0, we find 
c2 =  0. Finally to find c3 we evaluate
M [ ( /nv- P ) V V ® JP ] [ / „ 2 - P ® P ] - 1}
= E “ <A{|(/„, -  P)V* ® PHP1 ® P1]}
=  £ ~ < M ( /n v -  P )v ;p *  ® P i+1} =  Z Z 0tr{(Iny -  P)Vy,P'}tr{Pi+1} =  0,
since tr {P ‘+1} =  0, and hence
c3 = tr{V^,P(Iny +  P ) - 1} =  E ,” o tr{[In ® « '] [ /„  ® £ ][ /„  ® (-1)*£*]}
= ESo(-l)*tr{(/B ® u‘E'+'}} =  E ,=o(-l)int'£ ’+lt 
that is, n times the integer part of (/c — l)/2 . Thus
k — i
Ci =  ( k -  l)n , c2 =  0, c3 =  n[— ].
From Corollary 2 we get the result
a(P, n, nd) ( l  +  ±[(A  -  l)n  +  { [ ^ ]  -  nd(k -  j). (18)
This coincides with (14) and (15) for k =  2 and £ =  0, =  0,1. For k =  1
we just get the correction factor one a(T jn ,rid), corresponding to the normal­
ization on the Dickey Fuller test in the model with one lag. Further simulations, 
see for instance Table 5, show that as long as the number of parameters per 
observation, fcn/T, is less than 0.2, the formula gives a good approximation. 
Thus for instance for n — 5, k =  2 ,T  =  50 a nominal 5% test using asymptotic 
critical values is in fact a 38.8% test. The correction gives a test with size 7.9%, 
which is close enough to the 5% we want, and much better than the direct use 
of the asymptotic tables.
Note that the first term of the correction (1 +  ^(k -  l)n ) corresponds 
to multiplying the likelihood ratio test by T~l(T — (k — l)n), which is the 
correction found by Hansen and Rahbek (2000) based on a profile likelihood, 




























































































k\T 50 100 500
1 ^ ( 1  05) 8 0 .0 2 ) H(1.00)
2 ^ ( 1  17) W - 0 8 ) H (102)
3 t§ (l-2 8 ) ¥7(113) 8 (1 -03)
4 £1(1.40) ¥#(1-19) ¥1(1-04)
Table 5: Test for II =  0, T =  0 in model (17), when n — 5 and T, =  0. Entries 
are simulated size over corrected size of a nominal 5% test and the factor in 
parenthesis. The correction is calculated using (18). The number of simulations 
is 10.000.
3.4 A real life examples
We illustrate the methods by a data sets taken from Johansen (1996). We 
consider the Danish data set consisting of the four variables mt (log real M2), 
yt (log real income), i\ (bond rate), and finally if (deposit rate) observed quar­
terly from 1974:1 to 1987:3. We fitted a model with a restricted constant term 
and seasonal dummies.
We decided in the book to take r =  1, to illustrate the methods, even 
though the trace statistic (49.14) was below the 95% critical value 53.42 in the 
asymptotic distribution. We here investigate by simulation the size of the tests 
which use the asymptotic distribution, and the effect of applying the correction 
factor.
In each simulation we use the estimated values of the parameters from 
the Danish data to define the data generating process. We simulate 10.000 
time series with 53 observations, which was the number of observations in the 
example. The processes are started at the actual initial values and to simplify, 
the seasonal dummies have been left out. In each simulation we estimate the 
parameters and the correction factor.
We first let r =  0, and hence leave out the parameters a and ft from 
the data generating process. We next assume that r =  1 and simulate the 
data using the estimated adjustment and cointegration vector a  and ft from the 
Danish data.
We compare in Table 6 the simulated 95% quantiles with the asymptotic 




























































































r n-r 95 %(asym) 95 %(sim)
0 4 53.42 61.85
1 3 34.80 40.79 ¥#(1-27)
Table 6: The correction of the rank test for the Danish data. The columns 
give the rank and common trends tested, the asymptotic 95% quantiles and the 
simulated ones. Next the simulated size over the corrected size of a nominal 5% 
test and the factor in parenthesis.
is captured by the correction factor. There seems to be very little statistical 
evidence of cointegration in the Danish data.
We also see that the direct use of the asymptotic tables gives for the test 
of r =  0, a 19% test instead of the nominal 5% size. The corrected test has a 
size of 6% test. For r =  1 we get a 17% test instead of 5%, but the correction 
factor brings the size down to 4%.
When we simulate the DGP with r =  1, and use the test statistic for 
r =  0, we find that a 5% test has power 69% and a 10% test has power 81%.
4 Calculation of coefficients in Theorem 1
We have given in Section 3 some examples where the correction has a simple 
expression. We next discuss the general expressions and their calculation.
4.1 Calculation of variance
The variance E can be found from the linear equations
E =  PY.P' +  QSIQ',
with solution
vec(E) =  (/„2 — P  ® P) lvec(QQQ').
The matrix to be inverted above can be quite large (njj x ny), and it is sometimes 
an advantage to diagonalize P(ny x ny) and use a different expression for the 
variance. Let P  =  K R K ~l where R =  diag(pl , . . . .  p„v) so that





























































































£  =  K {{K -'Q n Q 'K '-% / {\  -  PiPj)}K '.
For many simple examples the matrix P  cannot be diagonalized but need a Jor­
dan decomposition. For the case where the parameters are estimated, however, 
this happens with probability zero. In general P  will have complex eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors.
4.2 The coefficient ci,C2, and C3
The coefficients C\ and Ci are calculated directly from their expressions in Corol­
lary 2. The coefficient C3 =  tr{V ], see (9), is given by
OO OO
c3 =  Y , + 1 )} + v /E -1 +1 ysrV fc}. (19)
h=0 h=0
We first evaluate
tr{ip'T. - 1 EhLo t/>h}ME_17(h +  1)}
=  'L Z 0tr {Qna±(a'1_nax ) - 1a'l n lQ'(Inv -  P T ^ ' P ^ t r i P ^ 1}
=  E r=o tr{{I -  P)V^Ph} t r { P ^ }
=  E r=o ~ P)V+ ® P]\Ph ® Ph}}
=  fr{[(7n, -  P)V,> ® P ][/n; -  P ®  P ]-1}.
Equivalently we can find an expression in terms of the eigenvectors and eigen­
values of P  =  K R K - 1 
Z Z 0tr{(I  ~ P)V«Ph}tr {P h+'}
=  E £ o *r{K (I -  R )K -1Vi,KRhK -'}tr {R h+'} =
Next we get
tr{V -'£ -1E r = o 7 (^ + l ) 'E -V h)}
=  Z Z o tr {Q n a i (a'1 n ax)-'a'1 nQ'(Inv -  P ') " 1E_IP 2h+1)
=  tr{(Jnv -  P ) ^ P ( /ny -  P 2) - 1} =  <r{Vv,P ( /ny +  P ) - 1},
with an equivalent expression
tr{V^P(I„u +  P ) - 1} =
i 1 “r Pi
This shows that C3 =  tr{V } is as given the Corollary 2 and we find the additional 
expression




























































































5 Discussion of the principal steps in the proof
This section contains the basic ideas in the evaluation of the expectation of 
the likelihood ratio test statistic and hence the ideas of the proof of Theorem 
1. We first show that by introducing a model with a simple hypothesis on 
the cointegrating space, we can exploit previous results (Johansen 2000) and 
simplify the derivations. Then we introduce a convenient reparametrization of 
model M\ and use it to derive an expansion of the test statistic in Theorem 3. 
The detailed evaluation of the terms in the expansion are left to the Appendix. 
We focus on the case Dt =  tHd, and mention when necessary the modifications 
for Dt =  0.
We define model Ad 3 by specifying the cointegration space sp(/3°) or equiv­
alently by the restrictions
P =  P°r,p =  p°r, r (r  x r).
In this case the model equations are
k- 1
Ad3 : A X , =  ar(/3°'X,_ i +  p°‘Dt) +  £  r ,A X ,_ , +  +  e „ (20)
»=i
Note that the parameter r can be absorbed in a, and that
M 3 C M 3 C M u
in the sense of inclusion of parameter space.
The test for cointegrating rank is the test o fM 2 in Ad,, but it is convenient 
to use the usual trick, see Lawley (1956), and compare the two models by 
introducing Ad3. Let 0 denote the parameter and 0 i , ©2, and ©3 the parameter 








LR{M2\Mi) -  LR{M3\Mi)/LR{M3\M2)
and hence




























































































The purpose of this expression is that we can use results for —2 log 
from Johansen (2000), which deals with the correction factor for a simple hy­
pothesis on 0  in the cointegration model. In the present paper we find a cor­
rection to the joint test of rank and 0, —2 \og LR(M 3]M i ) , by deriving an 
expansion of the expectation and finally we find the required approximation to 
the expectation of the test for cointegrating rank by subtraction. The reason for 
introducing the model Ad 3 is that under the null hypothesis estimation of (20) 
is a simple regression, which facilitates the calculations, and introducing M 3 
avoids an expansion of the eigenvalues entering into the trace statistic, since we 
can use previous results on test for 0 .
5.1 A reparametrization of M\
It is of course easy to derive the test statistic of M 3 in Adi, applying the usual 
regression formulae based upon equations (1) and (20). We find with an obvious 
notation
-2\ogLR (M 3\Mi) =  _ Tlog (21)
\JVIee.0o'x+po'D,Ax,d\
We want to calculate the expectation of (21) for a given value of the parameters 
a0, 00, etc. which we call the true value. In order to get more manageable 
expressions we introduce a new parametrization and regressors using the true 
value of the parameters, as in Johansen (2000).
We use the notation
'*f0 = (r?,... ,r°_,), r° = /n-]Tr°,
i=l
and note that under the null, where rank(a°) =  rank(/3n) =  r, the process is 
7(1) if |ajT0/?” | /  0, see Johansen (1996, Theorem 4.2). We let
C° = 0°1(aolr o0ox)-la°l,
and give Granger’s representation
t OO
Xt = C° Yliet + $°di) + £  4- 9°dt-i + a°p°'Dt_,) + K,
t=l t=0
where K  depends on initial conditions and 00'K  =  0. We find from




























































































since ( /„  — C 0r u)/f[  =  0, that we can choose new parameters as functions of 
the old
tJj1 =  n(/n -  c°r0)/f, (n x r)
6[ =  nfi., (n x (n — r))
6' =  p'-iP'p01. (n x 1)
The old parameters in terms of the new are given by
n  =  +  ip'p0', p1 =  6'2 +  ip'p01 ■
The null hypothesis A f 3 is expressed as 6 =  0, which is clearly equivalent to 
n =  ip'P0' and p' = ip'p01.
Model equation (1) with the new parameters is
AX, = <///?“% , - !  + <5i(a°T0/^ J -1a°T0X t- 1 + 6'2D,
+  Ef=‘ i1r ,A x t_, +  4>dt +  £(,
where 0^Xet-i  =  +  p°'Dt.
Under the null hypothesis Ad 3, where the rank is r, and /3° and p° are 
known, it holds that P°'Xt-i  +  p°'Dt and A X t have a mean that is linear in dt. 
Since $  enters unrestricted, we can replace the regressors /3°'Xt-i  +  p°'Dt and 
the lagged differences with the stationary regressors
Vt-i =  f P X -  E0(P°'Xt- r),
Zt-i = (AXU -  Eo(AXU),... ,AX;_k+1 -  Eo(AXl_k+1)y.
We also want to replace the regressors (a x I^/3j_)-1a jT °X ,_ i and Dt by 
something simpler without changing the statistical model and hence the test 
that <5 =  0. We find by summing equation (2) that
a%(Xt -  X 0) =  a°l -  X -i) +  a°' £ > ,  +  *°d i).
»=1 i=l
By subtracting Ylili on both sides and replacing t by t — 1 we get
k- 1 t-i




























































































Because we are correcting for lagged differences in the regression (22) 
replace (a°T°/?<[)~ 1a'01T 0A e.-i and Dt by the non stationary regressor
\STIT0 >
f  K0 + + *°di) 
\ A
of dimension na =  n — r +  1, and where K0 depends on initial conditions. A 
non-singular linear transformation of this yields the regressor
At. dt) - ( ^ BiV A 7 V A de) ■ (23)
Obviously if Dt =  0, we do not extend the process. We define /i =  
)_1/2a®'$°d_1 and At-i  =  (£ ) ‘~J A  4- Htnd\ dt) of dimension n„ = 
n — r. Model equation (22) in the new variables and with suitably redefined 
parameters 'I' and $  becomes
AXt =  ip'Vt-i +  S'At-1 4- 'I' Zt~i 4- $  dt 4- Et, (24)
(n) (r) (na) ((fc-l)n) (nd) (n)
where the dimensions are indicated below each variable. The test for M s  in 
M\ is the test for S — 0 in (24). The estimators for the parameters ip, 8, 'P, 
$>, and 0  are found by regression of AXt on (Vt-i, At-i, Zt~i, dt), and under 
the hypothesis 5 =  0 the parameters can be found by regression of A X t on 
{Vt-uZt-udt).
Similarly the model M i  cam be reparametrized as
AXt = otVt- i T otS At-1 4- 4* Zt—i 4- dt 4- Et, (23)
(n) (r) (n„) ((k-t )n) (nd) (n)
see equation (14) in Johansen (2000), and the test for M 3 in M\ is the test for 
6 =  0 in (25).
This formulation covers both the case Dt =  tnd and Dt =  0.
5.2 The likelihood ratio test and its expansion
We define the product moment matrices M .. for the variables A X t, et, and dt 
at time t but Vt-\, At- 1, and Zt-i lagged one period. Thus for instance
t  f  A X t \ / A X t \ ' (  M00 Mou M0e \
Y  Vt-i M’«




























































































We use the notation for any three process X tl Ut, and Vt_i, say,
(Ut\Xt) =  Ut -  M ^ M ^ X u
MUVI =  £ f =1(t/,|Xi)(Vt|*t)' =  Muv -
and in particular we use a notation for the moment matrices corrected for the 
lagged differences Z t_i and dt, since many results look a bit simpler this way, 
and some results can be taken from Johansen (2000)
S Uv — A4 uv.z ,d  — A4 UU M u d A f ' j j  A M u z .d M z z ( i M z Vd .
These moment matrices appear naturally when the likelihood function is con­
centrated with respect to T and <$.
The likelihood ratio test of M 3 in M\ is the test that (5 =  0, which is 
expressed in terms of product moments as
l ôo.o.ul |5ee.a,u| — SeavSâ vSa£v\LR-‘2't (M 3\M1) =
Î OO.vl |Se£.v| |5£(
which is just another expression for (21), but given in terms of processes that 
are normalized. Hence with Q =  TS~elvScavS~fvSacv we find
—2 log LR (M 3\M\) =  -T\og\In - T ~ lQ\,
which implies
- 2 logLR (M 3\Mi) ±  tr {Q } +  ^ t r { Q 2}. (26)
We use this expression derived from (24) combined with a similar expres­
sion from Johansen (2000) for — 2\ogLR{M3\Mi) derived from (25) to find 
an expansion for — 2\ogLR(M2\M]) which will form the basis for the further 
calculations. We define
k = (a'fi-‘ a ) - i ,£ w =  V-ai(0'Xt\AX't, . . .  , A X ;.fc+1).
Theorem  3 The likelihood ratio test for cointegrating rank in model (1) has 
the expansion
—2logLR(Mi\Mi)
=  T t r i S ^ S ^ S ^ S ^ }  +  |Ttr{(5o().„5661„Sbu.uSaa1J 2}
— 2tr{Sba u.5ao1Sou„ i()Ac,5m,1Svf>} — T  1fr{K S ^ /t5ua500150(,S'taSaa1Sau}.
-  tr{SbaS~^SabSimS^K.K.'S~fSvb} +  tr{SuaSffSauK,'S-vlSvbSbvS~vlK}




























































































The proof will be given in the Appendix. By a detailed analysis of these 
terms one can then find an expression for the expectation o f—2 log 
and hence prove Theorem 1 and hence Corollary 2.
6 Conclusion
A detailed analysis of the Taylor’s expansion of the trace statistic gives an 
approximation of its expectation, which is used for a correction factor of the 
form
a(T,nb,nd)(l-\-T 1b(nb,nd,e)).
A numerical approximation to a(T, nb, nd) is found by simulation and a com­
putable formula for b(nb, nd, 6) is given.
A general conclusion from the simulation experiments is that as 6 ap­
proaches a boundary point, where the cointegration and integration properties 
change, the size of a nominal 5% test tends to one, and the corrected size tends 
to zero, since the correction factor has a singularity at that point.
Throughout, however, the corrected size is closer to the nominal value, 
so there seems to be an large area of the parameter space where the correction 
appears to be a useful supplement to the tool box for the analysis of cointegrated 
systems.
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9 Appendix
9.1 Proof of Theorem 3
P roof. We start by expanding the matrix Q, see (26), by introducing the 
variables Ut and Bt, see (5) and (6), and find
tr{Q } = T t r ^ S - ^ S ^ S ^ J
rr>.m r (  *-*ua.v  \ / ‘S'uu.v S u b .v  \ / S u a .V  \ r*-l 1
= T lr ,U » J  1 s t .  S k j  U - J 5- ’
=  Ttr {Sab.vS^vStn.vS^} +  Ttr{SauvbSû vbSuaV:bSâ v }
=  tr{Qi + Q2},
such that from (26) we find
- 2  log LR{M 3\M{) =  tr{Q 1 +  Q2} +  ^T^trU Q , +  Q2)2}. 
The term Q2 can be rewritten as follows
(27)
Q  2 =  T S au .v ,bS - ^  b S u a .v ,b S aa .v
— TSau.vfiSuuvbSua.v̂ SuaV'i, +  TSau.VtbSû vbSua.v,b{Saa.v~^aa.v,b)’ (^8)
= Q2I + Q22,
where — Saa.v * Sub.vSbbySba.vi such that




























































































Hence the term, Q22, in (28) becomes
Q22 — T Sau.v,bSUu.v,bSua.v,b(SaaV — (,)
=  T S a u . V 'b S ^  v  ffSua .V tb^cu i.v^^b .vS fjfj v S ba ,v S aa v
= - T - lQ2Qx
and for Q\ we find
Q\ =  (SauS^S-1)2.
Thus
—2 \og LR{Mi\Mi) — tr {Q \ )+ tr{Q 2\) +  \T 1tr{Q\} +  ^T 1tr{Q 2} 
=  Ttr{Sal,,vSi)b1vSba.vSaa.v} 1 T /r {S(la ,, bS<i'i.v,bSuu vJ,S.UL V b} 
+±Ttr{(SabvS»1vSba.vS ^ v)*} +  iT - H r iX S ^ S ^ ) 2}.
(29)
In Johansen (Theorem 3, 2000) it was shown that 
—2 log LR(M 3\M2)
= + h T - 'tr U S S Z S " )* }
+ 2tr{ S„J Sua.vfiKSw SvbSba.v }
+  T t̂riKEppKSuaS^SabSbaS^Sau}-
+ tr{SbaSabSbvs^}K2S^1 Svb} -  tr{StM1S^SauK.S~lSybSbvS^ft}
-  2tr{SbaS^SauK,S-jSvuK.S^Svb}-
Subtracting this result from (29), we have finished the proof of the expansion 
in Theorem 3. ■
9.2 Asymptotic moments
The next Lemma contains the results about product moments that can be used 
to evaluate the various terms in the expansion of the likelihood ratio test. We 




of dimension nb — n — r. Suitably normalized the process see (23), con­
verges to a limit F(s), which depends on W (s) and the deterministic terms. 

































































































j>-nd )  4 r .]  A  F(s) =  (




Mi A  Jgl(dW)F' ( / q m s )  1 £  F(dlT)' =  M1(nb, nd),
M3 A  ti(d W )F ‘ ( f 0l F F 'd s )"1 ( /^  F (dW )' +  T )  =  M3(nb,nd),
Me "  (T ' +  fa(dlV)F') (/„" F F ' d s ) ( / ^  F (d fT )' +  t )  =  M6(n6, nd),
T ' =  ( /„ t,0).
(31)
T7ie matrices
M2{nb, nd) =  M 12(nt, nd)
M4(nb,nd) =  M3(nb,nd)M3(nb,nd)
can be expressed similarly. Fori =  1, . . .  , 6, the matrices limrE[Mi] are pro­
portional to the identity matrix such that for any matrix K  we have
E[tr{M iK}] —> mi(nb, nd)nb 1tr {K }, (32)
where we define the coefficients mi(nb,nd) =  limr E[tr{M,}}. 
Finally the relation
E[M4 -  2Mb -  nbM6] -*  0, (33)
has been verified by simulation for nd =  0,1,2.
If dt = Dt =  0, these results hold with F  =  W, and T  =  I,lb.
P roof. The results (30) and (31) follow from standard results about 
Brownian motion. Note that M5 is different from the other moments. It has a 
constant mean but a variance that grows like T, which makes (33) difficult and 
time consuming to check.
To prove (32) we let H(W ) be any of the limit functionals given in (31). 
It is not difficult to see that for any orthonormal matrix O :




























































































which has the same distribution as H(W), and hence the same expectation. 
Thus E[H(W)] is invariant under orthogonal transformations and hence propor­
tional to the identity matrix IUb. The elements in the diagonal can be expressed 
as tr{E[H {W ))}n ; l . ■
We next define the processes
T ~5 E [I ’i Ut ^  W “ (s)
T~* E l ’hBtBl -  7nJ  -  W»(a),
T~i E H  B tB ^  -  W »{s), i =  1, . . .  , ( ’
T~i ES=' B t U l t =  1, • ■ •
It is seen that W b — W, W u, W 1*, Wj"*, I V . . .  are all mutually independent 
and hence that W**, W^1, W^ , . . .  , are independent of the limits involving W b 
and W u.
In the calculations in the Appendix we often replace E t l i  At~\A't_l_k by 
Moa since it holds that
( t  \ _1 T
^  7"»> for a11 k'
t=i /  t= i
and similarly we replace E t=i by ^ab =  E L i A-Bt, if fc >  0 and
by Mai,, for k < 0.
Lem m a 5
T-'EiMbyMyb) -> < r{E }/„, (35)
T_1 E(MybMby) -  n„E (36)
£[0M + +  t + M W )\  ° na69' +  (37)
+  M W )( 6M+a +  V>M+)] 4  tr {0 '0 }/na +  £ [M 0̂ M a> V M + ]
(38)
OO
JSfr-^Afw -  -  £ > ( f c  +  l ) V fc +  ^ * r { 7 (* +  1)'} (39)
fc= 0
T~1/2((Myy -  77nJ , Myfc) asymp. indep. of M^M^ 1 May (40) 




























































































P roof. Proof of (35):
T-'EiMhyMy,,)
= T- 1 E,,w m ( U U - A  +
= T ' 1 Zt,i E[BtU'M e%UM B[\ + T -1
=  ( £ ~ o M W  +  M V # J ) 4 t =  t r { £ } / „ .
Proof of (36):
T-'EiMykMby)
= r - 1 E .WJ + 1>jB.-i- l)B’.Bt(Ul_i_ltfi + B't_,_M \
= T - 1 Zt.i E & U ^ B lB tU '^ A il  +  T " 1 Et,i E fa B t-t-iB lB tB l+ M ]  
= nb E Z o W i  +  V ' . V O  =  nbE
The results (37) and (38) follow by similar calculations. 
Proof of (39): We find
T -lE[(Myy -  TInjMyt,}
=  -  6]kIr)6'k +
+  0j U a- j - i B s _ k_ l ipk +  i p j { B s~ ] ~ i B s_ k_ l — SjkI T)il>k}
x(QmUl-m-i +  V’mBj_m_1)B i']}.
We get three contributions Ai, A2, and A3. First
>1, =  T ~lE[ J2  ‘lPjBa- j - iU'a_k_10'k9mUi- m- iB'l}.
s,l,j,k,m
This gives a contribution if s — j  — 1 =  / and s — k — 1 =  l — m — 1, which 
implies k =  j  +  m +  1, and then we find
OO
Ai =  =  5 3 ^ f r { 7 #( j  +  1)'}.
^2 =
=  r - 1̂
Here we get a contribution if s — j  — 1 =  1 — m — 1, and l =  s — k — 1 , which 
implies that j  =  k +  1 +  m, and hence
OO





























































































F inally w e g e t the term
^3 =  T-'E l ~ l—m—.
Here we get a contribution for s — j  — 1 =  l — m — 1 and s — k — 1 =  l, which 
implies j  =  k +  1 +  m and for s — j  — 1 =  l and s — fc — 1 =  J — m — 1, which 
implies k =  j  +  m +  1. Hence
Adding the contributions from A\, A2, and A3, we find the result (39).
Proof of (40): The limit of T~1/2(Myy — TIny) and T~x̂ M yh involve the 
Brownian motions W bb and W hu, whereas the limit of May involves W b
and W u, see (34).
Proof of (41): The limit of Man'2 May is given by
Mm asymp. indep. of {M ^M ^ M+b, MbaMa x Mab)
P roof. Consider the statistical model for the parameters v0, . . .  , vnd -i •
nj-l
. . . .  *  l  ' n. ' 11» * »
+T 1 E[Y2S t j m il>jBiB'l_m_lip:j+m+1rpmBi-7n-
=  E*,m V’t + m + lO t  +  E j,m 'I’jtrty'j+m+l'l’m}
=  ES=o i A k +  +  E£L0 ^itr{ 7 A i  +  !)'>
which is the same limit as +  M+bip'). ■
Lem m a 6
i=0
where Ws is standard Brownian motion. We define the statistics S, =  f g s'dW (s), 
i =  0 , . . .  , nd — 1, and
H =  J01(dZ)F’ ( f ‘ FF'ds) ‘ F(dZ)’ ,





























































































F = (sHd 1> • •
The statistic S =  (So, . . .  , Snj-i)  is multivariate Gaussian and minimal suf­
ficient and complete for the parameters v0, .. .  , v„d-i. We next want to prove 
that H is ancillary, and it follows that it is independent of S by Basu’s theorem, 
see Basu (1955).
By integrating (42) it is seen that the
Tlrf — 1
Za = Z0+ Y  -^ ~s i+1 +  W„ 0  < a < 1,
^ o l + 1
hence
z 0 +  vnd- i  n21s Ud +  W a
s nd
_ /  1 t + Zq 1 {ri(î 0} A /  Ws
“ V o  1 )  ^  s nd
The statistic H is invariant under the linear transformation, such that all pa­
rameters can be eliminated from the expressions involving F, and F  etui be 
replaced by
Finally it is seen that from (42) that
roo n d 1 /*0O / " I  r l
/  (dZa)F' =  /  jF 'd s + /  (dWa)F' =  /  (dWa)F\
Jo i=0 Jo Jo Jo
since F  is orthogonal to 1 ,. .. , sTid l. Thus the statistic H is ancillary and hence 
independent of So,, . . .  ,Snd- 1- The same proof can be used for H+.
The limit of M «  is a function of S0, , . . .  , whereas the limit of
(MbaM~^M^b, MbaM^Mab) can be expressed in terms of H and H+. m
9.3 Proof of Theorem 1
P roof. We apply the expansion from Theorem 3, and we find that the last five 




























































































th at th e  to ta l contribution o f these term s is
- ( n - r ) ( n - r t l ) r # ,  (43)
where vg =  tr{9'’E~10}, see (8). What remains are the two terms
T E M S ^ S ^ S u v S ^ J ]  +  \TE\trUS*.vS&Su.vS £ v)*}]. (44)
The second term in (44) is easy because of the factor T _1, and we find the 
evaluations
Saa.v “  Maayd =  ^̂ ay.dMyy dK4ya.d — T Op(T Maa),
Sab.v ~  Mab.y,d ~  ^ab May.dMyy dMyb.d ~  Mab T 0 p{MabT 2),
Sbb.v — A4w,.y,rf =  Mte.d — M yy.dM ^jM yb.d =  M^.d  +  O p (  1) ,  
such that
iT £ [t r { (5 at. „ 5 ^ 5 6o.„5aa1J 2}] =  \TE\tr{{M^dM ^M ^M ab]^\. (45)
What remains is the first term of (44). We expand it as follows:
TSab ,,S ^vSba.vSaĵ ,, =  Mab.y^M^ y dMba.y,dMaa y d
— T(Mab — MayM ^ dMyb.d)(Mbb.d — Mby.dM^JjMyb.d)*1
x(Mba ~~ Mby.dMyy dMya){Maa — MayMyydMya) ,
where we have used that Mad =  0, since At-1 has been orthogonalized on dt. 
We get a number of different terms when expanding and keeping terms of order
r - 1 :
E[Ttr { SabuSf̂ y Sba.vSaa.v }  ]
=  TMabM^MbaM- 1
—T(MayMyJdMyb.d.)Mbb1dMixtMaQ — T MabM^ d(Mby,dMyy dMya) MaJ 
+TMabM ^d(Mby.dMyy1i Myb.d)M^i MbaM ^  (46)
+TMabM ^i MbaM ^ (M ayM -1i Mya)M^
+T(M ayMyy1dMybd)M ^d(Mby.dMyVldMya)M -a1
=  K0 +  T~l(Ki +  K 2 +  K3 +  K4).
The first term is
E[K0] =  TE[tr{MabM ^ dMbaM ^ }),
which we combine with (45) to the term
TEM M abM ^M baM ^}} +  | TE[tr{{M ^dMbaM^Mab?})




























































































which is the main term in Theorem 1.
For the remaining terms in (46) we can prove with 
ve =  tr{Ve},v^ =  tr{V^},Te =  tr{79(0)E“ 1}, =  tr {7V,(0)E-1 }
E[Ky} =  ~2J^E[tr{{MayMyyldMyb.d)M ^dMbaM ^ )]
=  tr{E[Mi]}(-Ve -  Tg +  tty -  T̂ ,) +  tr{E[M3]){-Vg +  Tg-Vy +  T )̂
-  2 fr{£ [M 5]V',E - lV' +  ndE[M3\il>'Y.-lTl> -  E[M3]V},
E[K2\ =  T2 E[tr{MabM ^d{MbydM ^ i Myb.d)M^bldMbaM\
=  (r +  (k -  l)n )tr{E [M !]},
E[E3\ =  T2 £ [tr{ Mafc A ^ M ^ A C 1 (May M ^ d Mya) }]
=  tr{E[Mi]}vg +  tr{E [M ^"L ~l\p},
E[K<\ =  T2 E[tr {MayMyydMyb.dM^dMby.dMyydMyaM ^  }]
=  (n — r +  l)(n  — r)vg +  (n — r)fr{.E[M6]i//E~1V’}>
where ip,'E~lip is given by (8) and V by (19). Adding these contributions we 
note that the first term in E[K4,} cancels (43) and find the result in Theorem 1.
The final part of this proof contains a detailed evaluation of the terms 
E[Ki] , . . .  , E[E^, in order to prove these relations.
K1
Note that we have
Off =  Er=-oo7*(k) = I X o 7  e(h) +  5 X i 7 .W ,  
H  =  E S ._ 7 * ( A )  =  Y Z ^ )  +  £ r = i  7 ,(* ) ',
such that
2fr{E-1£r=i7,W} = 
2 tr {E -1£ r = o 7 9(fi)} =  
2MS-1£r=17̂ (/0} = 
2 tr {E -1£ r = o 7 ^ W } =
(tr{Ve) -  tr{7 fl(0)}) 
{tr{Ve} +  tr{7 „(0 )}) 
(fr{Vv, } - t r { 7v,(0)})  
(tr{V,v,} +  fr {7v,(0)} )
=  {ve ~ r e), 
=  {ve +  r e), 
=  (tv -  7>),




=  - 2 T 2fr{M ayM - 1(jMy6.(iMt61dM()a}
=  —2tr{May{In, -  (/„„  -  T~1Myyd))~1{Myb -  MydM ^ M db)
x ( /B* - ( / n. - r - Iw tM) ) - 1M i.}
=  ~2tr{M ayMybMba} +  2T~ltr{M ay{Myy d -  TInJMyhMu,}
—2tr{MayMy d M<u>Mtn}  +  2T~1tr{M ayMyb{Mbbd -  T E JM ^}




























































































In the following we always find the expectation by first conditioning on 
the permanent shocks Dt. This makes the evaluation of the expectations easier 
and separates the factors due to the common trends and those due to the 




=  —2E[tr{ May MybMfa }  ]
=  -2
= -2E{tr{Zt ̂  At- lUl_i_19'i0jUa-j-iB'.Mba}}
—2E[tr{^2 t sij  =  K m  +  Km.
In the first term we get a contribution fort — i — 1 =  s — j  — 1, and find
E{Kin\ =  t ] At- lBl_i+iMta}]tr{tffti}
=  —2E[tr{MabMba}\ tr{6\6, }  -  2E{tr{M+Mba}} E t>J
where we have replaced E t At-\B[_i+j with Mab if i < j  and M*b is i > j. We 
then get, see (47)
E[Knl] =  -2tr{E[Ml] } Z l U H ^ (h ) } -2 tr {E [M 3} } Z ^ t r { le(h)}
-  -tr{E [M i]){ve +  Tg) -  tr{E[M3]){vg -  r e).
In the term K m  we write
t-i
At-i =  A -t-i  + ^2 ^Aj,
i = t - i
and find
E[Km] =  —2E[tr{52t't'ij A t-i-iB't_i_lip'irl)jB,-j„iB'sMba}\
-2 E [tr {E t,,,i j (E L = i
=  Km i +  JTh22-
In Km\ we replace E t A - i - i  by M+b and find






























































































is independent of j  =  0 ,1 , . . .  , and we find,
*11 21 =  -2tr{E[M5] ^ } .
For the next term we find a contribution for t — m =  s, t — i — 1 — s —j  — 1, 
such that i =  m +  j ,  that is j  < i. We then get
£ [ * 1122] =  - 2 £ [ i r { E t,.,iJ( E L i A A - m)£ ;_ i_ 1̂ i B .- j - i£ iM 6o}]
=  -2 £ [ fr {E i> , £ s A A ^ ^ ' V ^ - I ^ A W ]
=  -2 £ [ t r {E ,  A A sB'Mta}] t r ^ ip j]
=  -2 £ [tr {(M +  -  o7*(h +  1)}
=  -(w * -  T^)(tr{E[M3\} -  tr{£ [M i]}).
K,
Adding the contributions we find, see (47),
E[Kn\ =  -2 t r {£ [M 5]V’V }  -  mi{ve +  Te -V y  +  r v,)
-m 3(ve — Ta +  ity — r̂ ,).
We can replace Myyti by Myy and find from (39)
£ [ * 12] = 2£[tr{May(Afyy -
=  2T-1tr{£[(Myy -  TIny)Myb]E[M^May]} 
=  2 tr{X )^ o(7 (fc +  I)'!/’* +





=  -2 E [tr {M ayMydM ^1Md6M6o}j
= -2 £ [tr {£ ( , , m A,-1(t/1'_i_1#' + +7/>mB,_m_i)
XdiM^A/ja]
= -2 £ [tr {£ Mim At. lUl_i_ie'iemUi-m-id\M^Mba]




























































































For K\3\ we find a contribution fort — i — 1 =  1 — m — 1 :
E[Km ] =  - 2 £ [ t r { E (i<,mA(_1f7t'_i_10'emf7t_i_1d;_i+rnM ^1Md6M6a}
=  - 2 £ [ ^ { £ u ,,m At. ld't_i+mM^MdhMba}tr{e'iem)
=  —2 F [t r {£ (l im A _ 1d'(L'm- ’ Mdd1M ,(jAfija}tr {^ e m} =  0,
since — 0. We have used the relation d't_i+m =  d!tL'm~', for a matrix which 
is lower triangular with 1 in the diagonal. This holds since dt =  (1, . . .  , tnd~i ). 
For K 132 we get
E[K132] =  - 2  E[tr{M+i(,l 'Ei,mTpmB,d'l+m+1MM1M<tbMba}\
=  - 2 E [tr {M ^ '  £ m
=  —2tr{V'( £ m V'mS[M M(T ')m+1^ 1Md6]F;[M6aM +]},
because Mu is asymptotically independent of MfiaM^h, see Lemma 6. We there­
fore evaluate
ElMuiLT^M^Mdt,} = £ t E[Btd't(L')m+l M^dtB't]
= Etd't( L T +1M ^ d tInb =  tr{(L')m+1}Inb =  ndInb,
since tr{Lm} =  nd. We then find
E[K13] =  -2 n dE{tr{M3ip'Tp}}. (50)
K 14
E[KU] =  2T-Hr{MayMyb(M ud -  T7nJ M iM}.
This term has the same stochastic components as Ku, and is of lower order of 
magnitude, such that
E[KU] ±  0. (51)
Collecting terms we find from (48), (49), and (50), (51) the expression for E[K i] 
K2
We have
E[K2\ =  EltriMabiMby.dM^dMyt.^Mu}},
and since Mby.dM^M^A =  MbyM~y Myb =  T^MbyMyb, we get




























































































see Lemma 5. 
K3
Again we can drop the conditioning on dt and replace by TIny and
find
E[K3] =  tr{E{MabMbaMayMya\})
which by (38) can be written as
E[K3\ 1  trlE lM ^M ^M +J' +  +  V-M+)]}
=  tr {e ‘ O^riElMabMta]} +  tr{£[V''V'M^MatMi>aM+6]}
=  tr{E[Mi]}tr{9'9} +  E[tr{Miip'ip}] = tr{E[Mi]}vg +  E[tr{M 4ip'rp}].
K 4
We drop the conditioning on dt and replace Myy by TIUy and find from 
Lemma 5
£ [ / f4] =  T~ltr{E[MayMybMbyMya}}
=  T~Hr{E[(9M+ +
= nb(natr{99'} +  E[tr{M6iljlip}}) =  nb{navg +  E[tr{M6ip'\p}}).
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